Agreement Coordinator VUB - Media Outlet
- STARS4MEDIA - “EXCHANGE OF MEDIA ‘RISING STARS’ TO SPEED UP INNOVATION AND INCREASE CROSS-BORDER COVERAGE”

Date:

I …..(name) representing the media outlet …..(name of the media outlet) as ….. (function in the media outlet enabling commitment), participating in the exchange defined by the pilot project Stars4Media “EXCHANGE OF MEDIA ‘RISING STARS’ TO SPEED UP INNOVATION AND INCREASE CROSS-BORDER COVERAGE” Connect/2019/10745536, with the media professionals listed below:

1) ....
2) ....

[AND]

I ……… (name) representing the media outlet ….. (name of the media outlet) as ….. (function in the media outlet enabling commitment), participating in the exchange defined by the pilot project Stars4Media “EXCHANGE OF MEDIA ‘RISING STARS’ TO SPEED UP INNOVATION AND INCREASE CROSS-BORDER COVERAGE” Connect/2019/10745536, with the media professionals listed below:

3) ....
4) ...

who will be collaborating on the initiative named ... (name of the initiative) presented together with media outlet ... (name of the second media outlet of the Stars4Media Pair),

declare to have read and understood the conditions for participation of media professionals defined in the documents:

1) Call for initiatives Stars4Media;
2) General Conditions for participation in the Stars4Media Project;
3) Stars4Media Specific rules.
and commit to respect them, contribute to 20% of eligible costs and with professional and appropriate guidance and support.

Media outlet 1 - Name and Signature:

_________________  __________________

Media outlet 2 - Name and Signature:

_________________  __________________

VUB - Name and Signature:

_________________  __________________